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ceptional instability, subject to serious earth quakes and land slides,
sex that exceptional care has to be
taken and expense will have to be
i n c u r e d to make a dam safe. But
even then the life of the reservoir
capacity of the lake, for purposes of
river control, will be short, because
the sand and day., etc., from the
land slides, collecting in the lake
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Pepper T r a d e
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Local shortages or gluts developed
and these were fully exploited by
large traders, T h e r e were occasions
when a wagon load despatched, say,
from Amritsar to Calcutta, gave a
profit of more than Rs. 2,000. In
view of such heavy profits, traders,
it was reported, sometimes secured
wagons by
paying as much as
Rs. 500 per wagon. Wide fluctuations took place in the same market
at different times and at the same
time in different markets.
H o w disorganised the market was
can be seen from the fact that, for
M.A., Ph.D.
instance, when prices in Bombay
declined to Rs. 270 per candy, some
that could be tendered at fixed or big operators grasped the situation
commercial differences is not avail- and formed themselves into a synable. In the Bombay market, only dicate. The price at once shot up
Cochin or Alleppey product packed by more than Rs. 100 per candy
in new black-striped gunny bags was and the syndicate was reported to
tenderable.
have made a profit of about 10-12
The price of pepper in pre-war lakhs of rupees! The hectic movedays was determined by the price ments of the Bombay market atat which Indonesia was prepared tracted the attention of the local
to export her production.
The Government, who banned exports
price of pepper in the Bombay mar- of pepper outside the Bombay city
ket, before the war broke out in without a permit. Later the BomSeptember 1939, was about Rs. 72 bay Government relaxed the ban
per candy (of 500 lbs.). W i t h the when it was pointed put that stocks
outbreak of the way, there was a of pepper in Bombay city were of
general upsurge of all prices, and the order of 70,000 which w o u l d
the price of pepper also shot up. the order of 70,000 bags which
But the higher levels could not be would last for five years.
maintained as demand dried up and
D u r i n g period of upheavals,
prices receded and averaged Rs. 95
several pepper markets came into
per candy in 1940-41.
existence in Bombay alone.
One
Later, w i t h the entry of Japan of them was a Katcha market in
into the war, her rapid progress and which the unit of trading was very
conquest of Indonesia in M a r c h large, brokerage was nominal and
1943, prices of pepper again began the settlement took place
every
to soar. At that time the Govern- evening.
Differences were to be
ment had closed several important paid in cash only. Trading in this
forward markets and many of those market, needless to say, was not lewho had been rendered idle by such gal; it attracted the attention of the
closures,
were attracted
by the Government in due course but the
pepper trade. The rising trend of strong arm of law, it appears, could
pepper prices was further accele- not completely stop such illegal
rated by inflation.
Prices during trading.
1942 touched Rs. 53a per candy.
W i l d speculation in pepper, later
U S A is the largest importer of
pepper in the world, and used to on, drew the attention of Central
import 15,000 tons per year before Government and futures trading in
the war.
She had fixed a ceiling pepper was prohibited from FebruOutstanding business
price for pepper at 6½ cents per ary 2, 1944.
in
Bombay
market
was squared up
pound in December 1941 and maintained it throughout the year 1942. at the rate of Rs. 310 per candy.
This comes to about Rs. 120 per In spot trading the rate was maincandy, while the price in our coun- tained around Rs. 325 per candy
try, the second largest producer of during the next two years, i.e., 1944
pepper, was over Rs. 500 per candy. and 1945.
above a dam, w i l l fill i t up.
As in the Missouri, the cost of
dredging o u t ; the deposit from the
lake would be prohibitive. T h e cost
of the River Valley Projects being
colossal, and in view of the facts as
explained, the feasibility of these
projects by dams and lakes in. the
Himalayas, need careful consideration.

EPPER has been grown in India
mainly on the Malabar Coast,
since ancient times. It is reported
that Vasco-da-Gama, the first European to land in India in 1498, took
pepper as a present for the K i n g
of Portugal along w i t h other valuable articles. Since then, trade has
been going on in pepper w i t h foreign
countries by the sea-route; there arc
records to show
that pepper had
also reached as far as Greece by the
land route.
Its cultivation had also spread to
Indonesia, which before W o r l d War
II was the world's larger producer.
Production of pepper in Indonesia
exceeded 40,000 tons in
pre-war
days; almost the entire output was
exported. Production of pepper in
India on the other hand, amounted
to about 125.000 tons; but out of
this, hardly 500 tons were exported.
Though limited quantities are grown
in Bengal and Assam, the bulk of
it is grown in Malabar and Malabar
pepper is
regarded as the best.
Other important producers arc B r i tish Borneo, French Indo-China and
Thailand.
The total world consumption is placed around 65,000
tons.
Pepper is almost ideally suited for
future trading. There are not very
many qualities and pepper can be
stood for a long time without any
appreciable deterioration in quality.
Before World War I I , futures
trading in pepper was carried on
in Bombay, Cawnpure, Alleppey,
Amritsar and several other places.
The Alleppey, Karachi and Bombay
markets
were
considered
major 'markets.
Prices in the
different markets were quoted in
different measures, in maunds in
some markets
and in candies of
varying pounds in others. Definite
information as regards the qualities

W i t h the intensification of war,
transport difficulties became more
serious and consequently the I n d i a n
pepper market was disorganised.
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After the cessation of the war.
trading was again permitted But
control over exports was retained.
As foreign demand reappeared and
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Pepper which had
shot up to
Rs. 3,700 per candy—the a l l time
peak—by the beginning of M a r c h
last, suffered a sharp break when
the news came through that I n d o nesia had decided to devalue her
currency. But as prices slumped,
exports began to pick up, and prices
again resumed
an upward trend.
In the beginning of this month,
however, mere was another heavy
setback.
During the first fortnight of this month, prices in
Bombay declined sharply from
Rs. 3,100 to Rs. 2,100, due to constant offering of Indonesian pepper in the US market at reduced
prices. This dislocated the forward
market to such an extent that the
authorities decided informally that
trading should be confined w i t h i n
a price l i m i t of Rs.. 2,150 and
Rs. 2,400 per candy. It was also
decided to suspend business for a
few days.
T h e situation, however, was saved
when Indonesia decided not to otter
any more pepper in the US market
below $1 per pound.
After this
decision, the Bombay
market resurried functioning, and the price
improved to about Rs. 2,400, on reports of shortage of stocks.
Even at this price, one cwt. of
pepper would be w o rth over Rs. 4.00,
i.e. more than double the t a r i f f value
fixed by the Government for the export duty. T h e removal of the export duty has been urged by the
exporters in order to help I n d i a n
pepper to retain the American market. W i t h Indonesia back in the
US market, and in a position to
supply the bulk of American demand, it would be idle to pretend
that the export duty on pepper can
be passed on to the foreign buyers.
It now definitely falls on the exporter and also on the grower, to
the extent that the former can pass
it on to the latter. There is, therefore, a clear case either for the abolition of the export duty altogether,
or few revising the tariff values upwards, so that the duty is charged
on something approaching the market value rather On a nominal valuation, which bears no relationship to
actualities.

Cotton Market

Price of Cotton Raised

T

HE Government of I n d i a have
taken a quick decision regarding
their price policy for the cotton crop
year 1950-51. T h e y have raised the
basic ceiling price of cotton by Rs.
150. The decision has not only resolvfd the cotton problem on the
right lines; it has also answered the
devastating criticism of the exFinance Minister, D r . John M a t thai,
that the reference of this question
to the Planning Commission, which
was tending to become a parallel
Cabinet, had increased the area of
argumentation inside? the Government; that, it had caused delay in
arriving at a decision; and that, the
decision itself, because of the many
compromises carried out in the process of deliberations, met none of
the real elements of the problem,

The decision, which has now been
announced, not only corresponds
with the recommendation made by
the Textile Advisory Committee at
its last week's meeting, it is also in
agreement with the essentials of the
recommendations made by
the
Planning Commission. Some have
expressed surprise at the quickness
of the decision and insinuated that
the decision is merely an attempt to
catch votes! No comment could
have been more frivolous.

New Price Ceiling for Cloth
Presently the basic ceiling price
of Jarilla (fine) 25/32" has been
raised by Rs. $50 per candy of 784
lbs. or from Rs. 620 to Rs. 770. It
is applicable to the crop raised during the next season which commences on September 1, 1950 and
closes on August 31, 1951. . Controlled prices for the current crop
(1949-50) remain unchanged.

at all affected by the increase in the
new crop ceilings.
In fact, even the profit on yarn
and cloth produced for internal
consumption
remains
unaffected
because, according to the millowners
themselves, they have bought basic
Jarilla and other cottons of the current season (1949-50) at premia
varying between Rs. 120 and Rs. 150
and it is already reflected both in
the production costs and profits.
If, and when, prices of cloth are
revised after the new crop cotton
begins to be actually used, the incidence of increased cotton ceiling,
according to Shri Neville Wadia,
would not exceed nine pies (three
quarters of an anna) per yard. If
the excise duty on the production of
coarse and medium cloth is eliminated, the incidence of increase in
the price of cloth would be half an
anna, Shri Hare Krushna Mahatab
has also estimated that the incidence
of the price-increase would hardly
cause a rise of one point in the
cost of living index. Thus, while
the increase in the basic cotton ceiling has finally removed a long felt
price anomaly, the cost of it in
terms of the cost of living index
has almost been nil at the moment.
The estimate that cloth prices, as
and when the time comes for revising them, shall have to be raised by
about 10 per cent, is, frankly speaking, open to doubt.

Black Market Eliminated

The higher ceiling price is naturally expected to put an end to
the black market in cotton. This
black market was largely the creation of the millowners themselves
who in their zest to buy up whatT h e new crop which is now being ever quantities of unginned cotton
sown in rain-fed tracts- w i l l begin to were available, bought it at fancy
move late in November and Decem- premia. By all tokens, the premia
ber. The mills w i l l begin actually scarcely exceeded Rs. 120 in the
to use it from January next. So the case of Jarilla and hence the i n question of simultaneously raising crease of Rs. 150 in the basic Jarilla
the yarn and cloth prices does not ceiling must put an end to specuarise. Domestic prices of I n d i a n lative purchase of kapas. T h e cotyarn and cloth, therefore, remain ton farmer, who had lately learned
unchanged.
the art of holding back his cotton
Export prices of I n d i a n cloth, for better prices, w o u l d also feel
having" already been decontrolled, satisfied w i t h the legalisation of the
the profits on exported cloth are not unofficial premia and would try
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